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Swancorp are proud to be a part of the Impact story
as sole distributor of the Impact range of paints and
the iGO spray machine family.
2011 heralded a milestone in the history of Linemark
(UK) Ltd, when they became the proud recipient of
the Queen’s Award for Enterprise, in the Innovation
category, for their Impact XP and iGO combination.
The honour is bestowed only to companies that
meet the exacting standards required, not only for
the products produced, but for the business systems
and ethics that they work to, including the
continuous research and development of paint and
machinery.
The benefits to the end user are many, and include:
No mixing:
Impact XP is a ready to use product
that does not require the addition of
water or mixing.
Ease of use:
Using the paint straight from the
packaging, reduces mess and labour
costs. The iGO machine and paint
combination, is easy to use and maintain.
Servicing requires no tools, and an easy
to follow instruction manual is supplied
with every machine.

MAKING AUSTRALIA A BRIGHTER PLACE TO PLAY
I was incredibly impressed with this new formulation, there is no ghosting seen after
cutting twice the following morning after application and the brightness of the line
was amazing, with less paint used in marking out than with its current formulation.
brightness of the line.

Keith Kent - Twickenham Head Groundsman
‘Because we have a large number of pitches at the training ground,
speed of line marking is important. We have for many years based our programme
on the Impact Linemarking system and with the Impact paint, I can
say that we have never had brighter, more durable lines.

Bob Lennon, Head Groundsman, Everton FC.
Chosen by some of the most prestigious clubs in the world - where only the best is good enough

Reduced marking costs:
The Impact system gives lower costs
per pitch when using the specially
developed, Impact nozzles.
Storage costs:
Less paint usage means less stock
holding, freeing money for other
projects.
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precautions. See separate data sheet for full details. PROTECT FROM FREEZING.
STORE BETWEEN 5oC

(2.64 US GALLONS)

